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Hauling a load of ore during test mining at Fortune’s NICO project. A concentrate
produced from the NICO ore will be shipped to Saskatchewan for processing at the
proposed hydrometallurgical facility.

Fortune Favours
the Bold
New mineral facility could open
the door for custom processing
in Saskatchewan

by Penny Eaton
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It may be a good time for Saskatchewan
residents to brush up on their chemistry
because that will be the foundation of a
new $200 million minerals processing
facility being permitted just east of
Langham in the rural municipality of
Corman Park. Fortune Minerals’
proposed Saskatchewan Metals Processing
Plant (SMPP) will treat about 65,000
tonnes per year of metal sulphide concentrates produced at the company’s
NICO project in the Northwest
Territories (NWT).
Fortune Minerals, with its head office
in London, Ontario, has several mineral
exploration and development projects
across northern Canada. Fortune’s
Mount Klappen project northeast of
Prince Rupert, British Columbia is one
of the world’s largest undeveloped
deposits of anthracite metallurgical
coal—a high-carbon, high-energy type
of coal that is a key ingredient in many
steel making processes.
Their NICO project, which will
supply the new plant in Saskatchewan, is
located 160 kilometres from Yellowknife
in the NWT, and 50 kilometres north of
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Fortune Minerals NICO project and the
proposed processing plant in Saskatoon.

the Tlicho community of Whati. Fortune
discovered the gold-cobalt-bismuth-copper deposit in 1996 and to date, has completed over $100 million of work on the
project. Fortune is now in the environmental assessment process, both in
NWT, to permit a combined open pit and
underground mine and concentrator;
and in Saskatchewan, to ensure the health
and environmental safety of the proposed
processing plant. The plan is for NICO to
be ready for production in 2014.
RUNNING BACK TO SASKATOON
So how did it come to be that minerals
discovered and mined in NWT will be
processed and marketed from Saskatoon?
“Our interest in the Saskatoon area
starts with the fact that we will be a fully
vertically-integrated project going from
ore right through to high-value metal and
chemical products,” explains Robin
Goad, president and CEO of Fortune
Minerals.
To get to the high-value part, the minerals need to be processed, which is rela-

tively energy-intensive. Power costs in
the NWT were going to be very high—
enough to threaten the economic viability of the project, so Fortune began to
examine their options elsewhere.
Northern Alberta provided the closest
jurisdiction, while Manitoba offered the
lowest energy costs in Canada. What
could Saskatchewan bring to the table? A
good location, modestly-priced power
and water, a logical permitting system,
but most of all, a welcoming attitude on the
part of local and provincial governments.
“We settled on Saskatoon largely
because of the interaction with Enterprise
Saskatchewan and the Saskatoon
Regional Economic Development
Authority (SREDA). They were very
proactive in assisting us,” Goad reports.
The provincial government gave a
strong indication of support for the project in December 2009, when it enacted a
five-year income tax incentive for corporations that process minerals imported
into the province to the prime metal
stage. Among other things, to qualify for
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the tax incentive, eligible corporations
must maintain a minimum capital investment of $125 million in the
Saskatchewan operation and maintain a
minimum incremental employment of 75
full-time employees in the province.
“Saskatchewan is already a global
leader when it comes to mining, and this
new operation will be a great addition to
support our mining industry, and utilize
the expertise that already exists in the
province,” said Jeremy Harrison, Minister
of Enterprise Saskatchewan. “Our goal is
to encourage more economic growth by
attracting more high-skilled and highpaying jobs to the province.”
The incentive was a good idea, says
Tim LeClair, president and CEO of
SREDA , not only because it helped bring
the company to Saskatchewan, but also
because it’s not simply a giveaway. “The
incentives provided are directly related to
the success of the project.”
Another reason for locating the plant
in Langham is its proximity to Saskatoon
and the University of Saskatchewan.
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“You’ve got a skilled pool of engineers
and plant workers and a great university,”
Goad observes. “One of the challenges of
operating in places like the North West
Territories is that these types of skills
need to be imported at significant cost.
You can attract good people there with a
paycheque, but you can’t keep them if
they’re not happy. If you’ve got a chemical
engineer or mechanical engineer or a
process technician, these people can now
commute from their homes in Saskatoon
to their workplace. They can go to work
every day and then go home and watch
their kids play hockey at night. That’s a
huge advantage that mitigates our risk of
staff turnover.”
TURNING ROCK INTO GOLD
While mining is certainly nothing new
for Saskatchewan, value-added mineral
processing is something we don’t do a lot
of here, and certainly not for ore that is
mined outside of the province.
“It’s a new concept for Saskatchewan;
we generally mine and mill onsite,” says
LeClair. “In this case, we’re bringing
resources from somewhere else, adding
some value and then moving it off to
market. It’s creating a different capacity
for the province, something we don’t
really have now: custom milling.”
Simply put, the Saskatchewan Metals
Processing Plant (SMPP) is going to turn
rock into gold and other metals. The ore
is mined in NWT, then goes through an
initial crushing process that decreases the
amount of material that must be further
processed.
“We’re very fortunate that our ores
have a very high concentration ratio,
which means that we can process 4,650
tonnes of ore per day and reduce that to
only 180 tonnes of concentrate containing all the valuable metal,” notes Robin
Goad.
From the mine site, the concentrate
will be trucked to the railhead at Hay
River, NWT, where it will be loaded onto
rail cars and shipped along CN’s northern line directly to the plant in Langham.
That’s where the SMPP begins its work.
Every day, the plant will receive 180
tonnes of bulk concentrate from NWT.
The material will be re-ground before
going through a secondary flotation
process to separate the material into
cobalt and bismuth concentrates, both of
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
The new plant will create 85 permanent
jobs ranging from metallurgical and
chemical engineering and process technologies to tradespersons and support
staff. This doesn’t include all of the addi-
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which are gold-bearing. Once the cobalt
and bismuth are extracted using a leaching process, the remaining material goes
through an additional step of cyanidation
to extract the gold.
The plant will use a series of
hydrometallurgical processes to remove
impurities and generate specific products,
like cobalt cathodes used in high-quality
metal superalloys, or cobalt sulphates,
which are the raw material for lithium ion
and nickel metal hydride batteries.
Bismuth will be processed to a high
grade metal ingot. The demand for bismuth has been steadily rising as a nontoxic and environmentally safe
replacement for lead. Bismuth is so safe
that its traditional use has been for cosmetic and pharmaceutical products; in
fact, bismuth subsalicylate is the active
ingredient in Pepto-Bismol™. A heightened sensitivity to lead toxicity has led
many jurisdictions to enact legislation to
eliminate lead in plumbing and electronic
solders and with free cutting steel. This is
contributing to a significant growth in the
demand for bismuth.
By value, 35 per cent of the metal contained in the NICO deposit is gold; 33 per
cent is bismuth; 30 per cent cobalt, and 2
per cent copper, along with trace amounts
of nickel and zinc.
Goad is optimistic about his company’s prospects for the future. For one
thing, Fortune Minerals owns 15 per cent
of the global reserves of bismuth. For
another, three of the metals Fortune will
be producing (gold, bismuth and cobalt)
are in strong demand around the world
and are among those at highest risk for
supply disruptions as a result of scarcity,
resource nationalism and political issues.
For example, the Democratic Republic of
Congo accounts for over 50 per cent of
the global cobalt supply while China
dominates the bismuth market with
approximately 80 per cent of global
reserves. This means Fortune is in a good
position to become a reliable North
American source of supply for these
important industrial metals.

Reinforcing the mine ventilation shaft collar at
Fortune’s NICO project in the NWT.

tional workers who will be needed to
build and supply the new facility.
Before reaching the construction
phase, the project still has to complete
environmental assessments in both the
NWT and Saskatchewan. Corman Park
residents and others naturally want to
ensure that the processing plant will be a
safe and positive addition to the region.
To that end, the company had to conduct soil investigations to demonstrate
the design for the plant foundations and
earthworks for the storage ponds and
residue facilities, as well as to show how
groundwater, water supply, vegetation,
and wildlife will be affected.
“We can’t have development at any
cost,” Tim LeClair points out. “That’s why
we have processes in place to make sure
that any of the projects that are proposed
will pass the test.”
Saskatchewan’s
Environmental
Assessment Review Panel is currently
reviewing Fortune Minerals’ project
proposal to see if it meets provincial
environmental requirements. If deficiencies are noted, Fortune has the opportunity to propose ways to address them
before additional public review and governmental recommendations. Then the
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Minister of Environment renders a decision about whether or not the project
goes ahead.
It’s a long process, but one that those
in the mining sector are familiar with.
“We’ve been at this for four years in the
NWT,” Goad says of the NICO project.
“We’re hoping to be permitted in
Saskatchewan in 2012 and in the North
West Territories in 2013, which would have
us on track to start operations in 2014.”
CREATING OPPORTUNITY
At this point, the NICO mine is estimated
to have an 18-year lifespan, but the processing plant could go on much longer if
it becomes a custom processor for materials sourced from other projects. There
is also potential to enter into recycling of
mineral products.
“It’s not just digging materials out of
the ground and sending them away. We’re
developing a value-added business in
Saskatchewan,” Goad says.
And the SMPP shows the potential in
a new area for the province. “It creates
additional capacity in our mining sector
in Saskatchewan,” LeClair points out. “We
can do custom processing here. The door
is open for similar opportunities.”
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